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ARKANSAE POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
July 7, 1989

1CAN078904

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
License No. DPR-51
Licensee Event Report No. 50-313/89-024-00

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1), attached is the subject report
concerning the failure to correctly implement a design change due to
personnel error which resulted in the inoperability of one train of
the Emergency Feedwater System.

This LER is being submitted greater than 30 days following initial
discovery of the event. This was discussed with Mr. Dwight Chamberlain
of the Region IV staff on June 30, 1989, and it was agreed that this
report would be submitted by July 7, 1989.

Very truly yours,
_.

E. C. Ewing-

General Manager,
Technical Support
and Assessment

ECE:DAH:sgw
attachment

cc: Regional Administrator
Region IV ,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission j
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011 ,

1

INPO Records Center
1500 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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On March 9,1989, it was discovered that the trip coil installed in the power supply feeder breaker
for the motor actuator for the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) system train ' A' isolation valve to the 'B'
Steam Generator (SG) was incorrect. The cause of this event was personnel error. A review of this
problem revealed that an engineering design change which had M an completed during refueling outage
IR6 (end of 1986) had specified the installation of new motor actuators, breaker trip coils, and
overload heaters for the EFW system train 'A' isolation valve to each of the two SGs. However, the new

breaker trip coils for these two valves were not installed as specified by the design change. Following
the discovery of this error, the correct breaker trip coils were installed on March 10. An engineering
evaluation of this discrepancy was completed on April 11 which concluded that the valves could not be
considered operable with the breaker trip coils that were discovere:! to be installed. Since the
implementation of this DCP during refueling outage IR6, the plant modification process has been improved
to include the development and use of more specific installation plans and instructions during modification
implementation. These controls provide additional detail for the implementation of the DCP and provides
additional review and planning of the work to be performed. The changes to the DCP process since this
event occurred should minimize recurrence of this type error.
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A. Plant Status

At the time of discovery of this event on March 9, 1989, Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 (ANO-1) was
in the Cold Shutdown condition.

B. Event Description

On March 9, 1989, it was discovered that the trip coil installed in the power supply feeder
breaker [72] for the motor actuator for the Emergency Feedwater (EFW) system [BA] train ' A'
isolation valve [20] to the 'B' Steam Generator (SG) (CV-2620) was incorrect. The trip coil
fun:tions to automatically trip the feeder br6aker if current drawn by the motor load exceeds the
design rating of the trip coil. The breaker trip coil which was installed had a trip setpoint
less than the full load current rating of the valve motor. At the time of discovery of this
event, valve CV-2620 was undergoing troubleshooting to determine the cause of the breaker tripping
during a stroking operatien of the valve on March 1, 1989.

A review of this problem revealed that an engineering design change which had been completed
during refueling outage IR6 (and of 1986) had specified the installation of new motor actuators,
breaker trip coils, and overload heaters for valves CV-2620 and CV-2627 (EFW train ' A' isolation
valve to the 'A' SG). The new motor actuators installed had a higher horse power rating than the
previous actuators. However, during the implementation of the design change, the new breaker trip
coils for these two valves were not installed as specified by the design change. Following the
discovery of this error, the correct breaker trip coils were installed on March 10, 1989.

An engineering evaluation of this discrepancy was comp?cted on April 11, 1989, which concluded |

that the valves could not be considered operable with the breaker trip coils that were discovered
to be 3. stalled.

C. Safety Significance

The EFW system is designed to provide a means of automatically supplying water to the int;ct steaa
generator (s) following a postulated main steam line rupture or loss of main feedwater, to remove
reactor decay heat, and provide for cooldown of the Reactor Coolant System to within the temperature ,

and pressure at which the decay heat rer. oval system can be placed in operation. The EFW system
employs one turbine driven pump, one motor driven pump, and independent feedwater flow paths from
each train. Each train is capable of supplying either of the two steam generators. The valvt;
involved in this event are the normally closed isolation valves to the two SGs from EFW oystem
train 'A'. The redundant train of EFW (train 'B') was not affected by this event.

However, as a result of this event, these train ' A' valves could have failed to automatically open
when the EFW system was actuated, or could have failed to automatically close if required during
EFW system operation tn isolate a SG. The probability of these valves operating satisfactorily
would be further decreased considering worst case design conditions (degraded power supply voltage
to motor actuators, maximum delta pressure across valve, and elevated motor temperatures). Due to
the length of time that the condition existed, this event is considered to be safety significant.

D. Root Cause

The cause of this event was personnel error. The design change package (DCP) involved in this
event specified that the new breaker trip coils were to be installed as part of the modification;
however, the personnel performing the DCP failed to install the new breaker trip coils. The
remaining work specified by the DCP had been performed satisfar.orily.

E. Basis for Deportability

Technical Specification (TS) 3.4.3.4 requires that the reactor shall not be heated above 280
degrees unless both EFW pumps and their flow paths are operable. As a result of this event, one
train the IFW system was inoperable since the implementation of the DCP during refueling outage
IRB, Therefore, this event is reportable in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), operation
prohibited by Technical Specifications.
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F. Corrective Actions

.Since the implementation of this DCP Auring refueling outage IR6, the plant modification process
has been improved to include the devel)pment and use of mory specific installation plans and
instructions during modification implementation. These controls provide additional detail for the
implementation of the DCP and provides additional review and planning of the work to be performed.
The changes to the DCP process since this event occurred should minimiza recurrence of this type
error.

G. Additional Information

No previous similar events have been identified.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as (XX).
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